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Do elements of nature dot the landscapes inside your home? Even an abundance throughout 
can never be too much for those who love the natural world. With Katie Kime’s new Natural 
World collection, you can bring in even more wild beauty, including dream-worthy sleepwear. 
  

 
 
“Our new collection is a celebration of the natural world in its unending color and creativity,” 
Katie Kime states on her website. “We hope you love this new collection and that it helps 
remind us all—as children always seem to naturally know—of the magic all around.” 
 
Go on Safari 
 
The new safari toile pajama sets artistically capture animals and landscapes you may have 
witnessed for yourself or dream of one day seeing. Browse the peach set with a hunter-green 
print or the white set with a black print. Soft pajamas from Katie Kime also pass as work-from-
home loungewear. Luxurious pajama sets are crafted with ultra-soft cotton and modal, offering 
the perfect combination of comfort and safari style. 
 
Be Playful with the Animal Kingdom 
 
Another pretty pajama set in the new collection is the Animal Kingdom print, white pajamas 
with a multi-color print. Expect exotic birds, butterflies, and a colorful gamut of flora and fauna. 
From the adjustable ribbon tie waist on the bottoms to the thoughtful piping details throughout 
the top and bottom, pajama sets from Katie Kime offer a favorable fit for all. You can also 
choose shorts or pants sets, both airy, light, and supremely comfortable.  
 
Stay Chic In Leopard 
 
The latest leopard print sets from Katie Kime offer soft tones of tan, cream, brown, and peach. 
It has an easy-to-wear feminine vibe, whether lounging at home with your family or traveling 
with girlfriends for a weekend getaway. You could also elevate this set (or any PJ set) with your 
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initials on the shirt pocket. Monogram pajamas feature embroidery in the thread color and 
font of your choice. A sophisticated monogram makes your PJs feel even more luxurious.  

The Katie Kime brand encourages you to explore a world of prints and personalization with 
their one-of-a-kind pajama sets. From the latest collections to your favorite city toile, every 
design is inspired by adventures, often from Katie Kime herself. 

“What is it about the natural world that propels us to put baby animals up in our children’s 
nurseries and me to visit Africa nine times?” Katie Kime writes. “Anne Frank said that nature 
brings solace in all troubles. Claude Monet spoke of nature as the ultimate inspiration.” 
 
Create your very own nature stories with new pajamas from Katie Kime at 
https://www.katiekime.com/ 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3VwYdpE 
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